Abstract-Aliasing occurs when two variables refer to the same memory location. This technique has been exploited for constructing resilient obfuscation transforms in languages that extensively use indirect referencing. The theoretical basis for these transforms is derived from the hard complexity results of precisely determining which set of variables refer to the same memory location at a given program point during execution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Static analysis is complicated in the presence of aliasing. Precise and ow-sensitive alias analysis is undecidable in languages with dynamic allocation, loops, and if-statements [1] . Based on this observation, several obfuscation techniques claim the intractability of precise alias analysis as a theoretical basis for their transforms. Most coalescing and class splitting [5] which rely on the dif(Eulty that in the presence of method overloading, precisely determining if there exists an execution path in a program for which a given reference points to a given method at a point of the program execution is NP -cor lete6], [7] . Even Our solution is illustrated in Fig. 5 [19] and DashO [20] products, for obfuscating Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL) and Java Bytecode respectively, transform identi(Ers of multiple methods into an identifer of smaller length. For unrelated methods, identirlr renaming giees an effect of "overload induction" resolving the actual methods that are to be invoked at runtime reduces to the hardness of pointer aliasing problem. Fig. 6 shows a simple program which has been obfuscated using Tyma's identi(Er renaming algorithm to one in Fig 8 (adapted from [18] Fig. 8 shows the corresponding concept lattice for the code in Fig. 6 . terml and terrn2 have been factored out in testl'l and areRelativelyPrime in test1'2. Because of the use of (lds terml and term2 in testl() and ld areRelativelyPrime in areRelativelyPrime(), both methods have been deted in a lower hierarchical order at te stl 3. Fig. 9 shows the concept lattice for the obfuscated code in Fig. 7 . It has the same hierarchical structure and factors out variables and methods in the same manner as for code in Fig.  6 . KABAs refactoring algorithm (based on client usage) was applied to both the concept lattices and their similar simpliNd lattice structures are shown in Fig. 10 However, we have not tested whether KABA will be able to scale for large programs and hence we cannot conclude that Tyma's obfuscation technique cannot deliver satisfactory levels of obfuscation in some instances IV. CONCLUSION Since Barak highlighted the need for provable security for obfuscation [21] , we have witnessed a spate of obfuscation techniques based on the hard complexity problem of precisely determining alias locations at runtime [18] 
